INTRODUCTION
The signal from a common D/A-converter is piecewise constant and the harmonics may cause problems in a sensitive system. Excitation of resonances in flexible structures may be undesirable in robotic and servo applications. Usually, a low pass filter would be used to make the output smaother. Another solution is presented in this paper and is based on interpolation between the sampling instants. It is known from Fourier series theory that the n:th harmonic of a square wave disappears in amplitude as l / n . The amplitudes of the n:th harmonics of a triangle wave disappear as i/n*. The idea is therefore to compute the incremental control signal, to make D/A-conversion and then to make integration by analog techniques.
AN INCREMENTAL REGULATOR
A digital control signal U* is often computed from the feedback signal y* and command signal U: according to digital control theory on the form where h denotes the sampling interval' and I*' denotes sampled data. An incremental regulator computes the incremental control signal rather than its absolute value. Let the difference operator be denoted by A = 1 -q-1 where q-' is the backward shift operator. The incremental control Au* corresponding to (1) is easy to compute as
A standard solution is to store the absolute value of U* in a register that is connected to the D/A-converter. The control signal is then updated with the increment AU at each sampling interval.
Another D/A conversion method is now proposed as follows from figure 2. The basic idea is to integrate the D/A-converted control increments. The desired continuous control signal U , * . may then be obtained by integration of the discrete-time control signal AU' as
The feedback loop of the D/A converter is introduced as a necessary remedy to some inherent problems of integral action implemented by operatiorial amplifiers, namely:
-The integrator is non-ideal -Integrator drift The control input u ,~ is compared with the discretetime desired control signal U*. Feedback of the difference U* -umt. with a proportional feedback coefficient x assures that the discrepancy is very small. The
benefit compared to traditional D/A conversion is in the smooth interpolating action, see figure 1.
IMPLEMENTATION
The above D/A-converter with feedback has been implemented with a standard D/A-converter (Analog Devices RTL-800)2 and with a regulator coded in Modula-2 on an IBM-AT personal computer.
The choice of proportional feedback constant K would be K = 1 to obtain full compensating action in one sampling interval. However, experiments show that it prooves better to choose K c 1. The choice K F= 0.5 is a good rule of thumb.
The coefficient ho is chosen to scale the signals so that the dynamic range of the integrator is properly used for the intended sampling frequencies and the desired system bandwidth of the closed-loop control system. An ho that is too small may give quantization problems and an ho that is too large may cause saturation problems. The choice is not critical in servo applications and the dynamic range is large with respect to the sampling frequency. Once the bandwidth has been chosen it holds in most normal servo operating conditions that the control input rate of change Au'lh is not very dependent on the choice of sampling frequency.
APPLICATION
The new D/A-converter has been applied successfully to some sensitive servo problems. One successful ap- 
with an associated phase shift The dlrawback compared to standard digital control is the following:
-The phase shift is twice that of a standard D/A-CO nverter.
